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Introduction 

2019 has been a special year for Egoli Africa.   Egoli Africa celebrated its 10th anniversary.  We 

reflected back on a decade of work in Eastern Uganda on social media and our website.   

The vocational training center in Kisozi is a prominent center point in community involvement: a 

lively center where professional skills are learnt, experiences shared and interaction takes place.  

New trainings were added, lively activities in the fields of education, health and agriculture took 

place. 

Youth involvement, training of staff and creativity as well as planning and taking initiatives were 

focus points and will remain focus points in the new year.   

We are proud of achievements, which showed itself on different occasions: the second graduation 

ceremony in Kisozi, a series of agricultural activities, trainings in fulls swing. 

Hereby, we present you the annual report 2019. 

 

Esther Haaisma and David Kawomera, Egoli Africa 
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Objectives Egoli Africa 

The objectives of Egoli Africa are:  

 Assisting children to receive education and to improve their marginalised circumstances in 

Uganda  

 Giving material, financial and moral support to  marginalised and vulnerable groups in 

Uganda  

 Setting up sensitization programs to create knowledge and awareness about the prevention 

of hiv/aids and setting up, promoting and supporting other health care programs in Uganda  

 Empowering women in Uganda  

Egoli Africa runs a number of chore projects in the fields of healthcare, education, agriculture and 

empowerment that gives people from the communities it works with tools to become independent 

and self-sustainable through education and work.    

In 2019, Egoli Africa continued to offer a variety of vocational courses for both men and women: 

hairdressing, tailoring, sandal making and so on.  Throughout 2019, the focus within projects was on 

acquiring and deepening professional skills, improving health, taking responsibilities, growth and 

creativity.   In the tenth year of this ngo’s existence, we worked on the following sustainable goals: 
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Local partners 

Egoli Africa cooperates with local partners in Uganda.    

Local partners in Uganda that Egoli Africa worked with in 2019 are:  

 Egoli Africa Uganda  

 Initiative Uganda  

 Creation Africa  

 Tandika Uganda 

 Farm Stew 

 Local health centers in Kisozi and surrounding villages  

Egoli Africa Uganda is Egoli Africa’s main partner in monitoring and implementing projects in Uganda.  

Egoli Africa and Egoli Africa Uganda are closely linked and connected and Egoli Africa Uganda plays a 

key role in Kamuli district.  Egoli Africa’s chore projects are implemented through Egoli Africa 

Uganda.  

Egoli Africa continued the friendship and partnership with the Iganga based ngo Initiative Uganda led 

by Mukasa Nassar.  Together with Initiative Uganda, we brainstormed about an interest in cooking 

bags: an ecofriendly and alternative way of cooking with an origin in Ghana.  We hope our 

brainstorm sessions may lead to creative ideas and steps in 2020. 

Egoli Africa can depend on the expertise and network of Creation Africa in Jinja.  In cooperation with 

Creation Africa, birthing kits were distributed to pregnant women in Jinja.  

Egoli Africa worked with Tandika Uganda in training a motivated group of young people to become 

trendy sandal makers. It was a privilige to work with the inspiring ladies of Tandika Uganda.  We shall 

gladly make use of their expertise again in the near future. 

Farm Stew has inspired us enormously with their interesting workshops about improving health, a 

healthy lifestyle, growing local herbs and vegetables.  Especially their cooking sessions, which bonded 

all participants in the workshops, were a great hit.   A number of occasional workshops has led to a 

cooperation in 2019-2020 which involves a series of 24 workshops. 

Egoli Africa cooperates with local health centers, village health teams and health officials in Kamuli 

district in order to carry out our health related programs. 

Amayinja Crafts remains the partnership to unite selling and marketing crafts by different individual 

artists, crafts people and crafts groups.  

Egoli Africa also maintains close and warm contacts with Revelation Children’s Ministries 

International and Mama and Me Uganda.  
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Projects of Egoli Africa in 2019 

The following projects were monitored by Egoli Africa in 2019:  

 Vocational training center in Kisozi  

 Village ambulances in Kamuli district   

 Birthing Kits   

 Mommaluv  

 Agriculture project in Kisozi  

 Amayinja Crafts  

 Sponsorship  

 Worldschool  

Activities that were monitored by Egoli Africa in 2019:  

 Farm Stew workshops in Kamuli district  

 The arrival of a container from Betuwe Wereldwijd/Tools4change 

 

Vocational training center in Kisozi 

2019 has been a succesful year for the vocational training center in Kisozi.  In august, the second 

graduation ceremony took place: learners who followed the tailoring course and the hairdressing 

course graduated.  It was the first time for a group of learners that took the hairdressing training, to 

graduate.  In 2019, tailoring lessons and hairdressing lessons continued.  A new training was 

introduced: trendy sandal making.  A first group of more than 20 learners were trained by Tandika 

Uganda.  Out of these learners, 2 people have been selected who are going to conduct the training at 

a regular basis at the vocational training center.  Egoli Africa has received a container from Betuwe 

Wereldwijd/Tools4Change with tools and equipment for various vocational courses at the center.  

Thanks to this, we are able to train more learners and have more and better equipment.  The 

vocational center has become the location for various health related and agricultural activities.  

What’s more, we are in the process of setting up knitting and crochet lessons in which the knitting 

machines received from Betuwe Wereldwijd/Tools4Change will play a prominent role.   
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Village Ambulances 

It has been a “quiet” year concerning village ambulance services. The White Feather Foundation gave 

us the chance to launch two more village ambulance services.  Village Ambulances continued to 

transport patients to different health centers in the area and hospitals in Kamuli.  The elderly and 

pregnant woman who face complications during birthgiving mostly make use of the services.  Egoli 

Africa wishes to expand its services when the opportunity arises. 

Birthing Kits 

Birthing Kits are provided to pregnant women to promote hygiene during birthgiving.  The birthing 

kits are provided thanks to the partnership with the Birthing Kit Foundation from Australia.  Birthing 

kits are handed out to women in Jinja and Kisozi and surroundings.  Egoli Africa works together with 

Creation Africa and Egoli Africa Uganda to provide pregnant women with birthing kits.  In Jinja, 

Creation Africa distributed birthing kits at Mpumudde health center and Walukuba health center 

once again.  In Kisozi and surrounding villages, the majority of our birthing kits supply was 

distributed.  In cooperation with small health centers in different rural villages, women were 

provided with birthing kits.  Pregnant women indicate that without a birthing kit, they can be denied 

help at hospitals.  Therefore, the birthing kits contribute to women getting professional assistance 

during birthgiving at hospitals and decreasing birth related deaths   

In Kamuli district, birthing kits were handed out in the following villages in cooperation with local 

health centers:   
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 Lwanyama  

 Kiyunga 

 Magogo 

 Kisozi 

 Lambala 

 Kizito 

 Lambala 

 Kasambira 

 Mbulamuti 

During 2019, Egoli Africa handed out 1500 birthkits in communities. 

 

Mommaluv 

In 2019, a large number of young mothers and fathers received a Mommaluv package again through 

Mommaluv from the Netherlands.  Mommaluv packages are handed out to give newborn babies a 

better start in life: a MommaLuv package contains food and fruit for the mother, clothes, sheets and 

blankets, soap, a basin,  mosquito net and other baby products which enables women to recover 

from pregnancy and birthgiving and give their newborns good care during their first weeks of their 

lives.  Highlight of our partnership with Mommaluv was this years Mommaluv event: during this 

event 50 (!) Mommaluv packages were handed out at once to mothers and fathers and their 

newborns. Before handing over the Mommaluv packages to the parents and their newborns, the 

nurse of Kisozi diocese informed the parents about the importance of family planning, immunization 

program etc.  The local chairman of Bukyatifu held an inspiring speech.  The first Mommaluv event 

organised in Kisozi turned out to be a very festive event.  
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Mommaluv event, May 2019 

 

Agriculture project in Kisozi 

Goats project for the elderly  

The goats project for the elderly is continuing in Kisozi.  Despite that the project is still a running 

project, we have realised through experiences shared by other organizations operating a similar 

project, that it is a slow project which requires patience but which can also be more effective when 

families receive two females and a male instead of just one female goat.   Early 2020, Egoli Africa 

shall decide whether we shall make a few changes in this project in order to let the results and 

effects flourish better. 

In 2019, we have improved on the environment of the goats at the project site of Egoli Africa in 

Kisozi.  A fence was constructed which allows goats to roam around freely and prevents goats from 

destroying the gardens of the neighbours. 
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Piggery project for womens groups  

The piggery project for womens groups is still in progress.  In 2019, the project faced difficulties 

regarding group dynamics.  Egoli Africa has noticed the groups face difficulties working in a group 

setting.  Division of tasks, contributing to tasks in an equal way and communication were challenges.  

Piglets were born in 2019 and though some newborn piglets were unfortunately lost, we found 

groups selling piglets before handing the first two over to Egoli Africa.  Early 2020, Egoli Africa is 

evaluating the project, its challenges and the way it has been monitored throughout the year.  In 

addition to that, Egoli Africa will determine which changes need to be made in order to solve 

difficulties in group dynamics, communication and monitoring.   
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Amayinja Crafts 

Amayinja Crafts sales have contributed to sponsorship and setting up crochet and knitting lessons at 

Egoli Africa vocational center.  Amayinja Crafts has focused on knitwear, trendy jewelry with an 

African touch and fashionable accessories.  Amayinja Crafts shall include products made by local 

groups and befriended ngo partners, such as cooking bags made by Initiative Uganda, Kitenge bags 

and trendy sandals made by our learners at the Egoli Africa vocational center, hammocks with a 

Kitenge look and mats.  The motto “with an African touch” must truly become “with an African 

touch”: Africa must be reflected in the look of crafts. 

Sponsorship 

In 2019, two pupils participating in our sponsorship program rounded off an educational phase in 

their lives: Juliet Mbwali has finished secondary school and did her s4 exams at Jipra in Jinja. Joan 

Tibenda took her PLE exams in p7 and finished primary school at Good Shepherd Nursery and 

Primary school in Kameke. 

Egoli Africa stimulates responsibilities and strength to carry responsibilities by parents and guardians.  

However, we do regret that after the first term of this school year, we had to let go of Samuel Kiirya.  

For the last 5 years, Egoli Africa took fully care of Samuel Kiirya and the care Egoli Africa gave went 

beyond paying school fees only.  Egoli Africa literally gave Samuel Kiirya a home.  Unfortunately, 

Samuel was taken away from Jipra in Jinja without our consent by his long lost relatives and access to 

Samuel was denied to Egoli Africa.  Therefore, we had to decide to terminate the sponsorship given 

to Samuel.  We hope Samuel shall be given the care that he needs and that he will be able to 

continue his education. 
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Unfortunately, we also had to terminate sponsorship for Rachel Mukisa due to not being able to link 

her to an individual sponsor and lack of proper contact with her guardians. 

Since 2017, Egoli Africa has expressed worries about the personal situation of Natasha Mukyala and 

Agnes Favor, the two sisters from Kisozi.  Their mother is absent at home and in 2018, their father 

was sentenced to prison for 2 years.  This year, their grandfather passed away and Natasha and 

Agnes now depend on the care given to them by their grandmother.  Their situation at home remains 

fragile.  Throughout the year, Natasha’s results have been very weak.  It has been decided that 

Natasha shall not be promoted to the next class but that she will repeat her class in 2020. 

In 2019, school fees and necessities were paid for:  

Primary school:  

 Natasha Mukyala   

 Agnes Favor   

 Alex Mukaire  

 Rachel Mukisa (until term 1) 

 Paul Kintu   

 Joan Tibenda    

Secondary school:  

 Sylivia Mpatalyona  

 Juliet Mbwali  

 Samuel Kiirya (until term 1)  

 Wilson Kintu   

 Saniya Nalugonda 

The need for sponsors to connect to individual pupils or who wish to donate in general to the 

sponsorship program is still high.  The majority of pupils do not have a sponsor and Egoli Africa has 

been able to pay schoolfees through reserves and sales of crafts.  Egoli Africa wishes to reduce on 

paying schoolfees from reserves it builds.  Therefore, we do not accept new students in our program 

but rather wish to continue schooling for those who are already part of the sponsorship program.  

Egoli Africa also increases responsibilities by the parents, guardians or relatives. 
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Worldschool  

In 2019-2020, Egoli Africa offered 3 new assignments for secondary school pupils participating in the 

Worldschool program.  The 3 assignments involved:  

1. Designing a plan to promote the use of the Bonding and Bridging platform. 2. Designing a plan to 

make eco friendly briquettes. 3. How to learn to work together in a business?.  

8 groups from 3 secondary schools throughout the Netherlands have worked on the Worldschool 

assignments for Egoli Africa and will continue to do so in 2020.    

In april 2019, the Worldschool, paid another visit to Uganda and Egoli Africa participated in a follow 

up meeting with them along with Initiative Uganda, DAPU and Revelation Childrens Ministries.    
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Meeting the Worldschool, April 2019 

Farm Stew workshops in Kamuli district  

Farm Stew conducts workshops in communities and focus on improving healthy living and hygiene, 

preventing hunger, growing vegetables and setting up vegetable gardens.  The workshops Farm Stew 

conducts are very inspiring.  Farm Stew not only sensitizes the community, but also cooks with the 

group of participants whereby making soy milk out of soy beans is a true eye opener most of the 

time.  Farm Stew’s mission perfectly fits in our agricultural program and we have been given support 

that allows to have Farm Stew conduct workshops twice a month for a full year. In 2019 Farm Stew 

workshops were conducted in: Bulamka, Nwantale, Kituba, Isiimba, Bukyatifu, Kiyunga, Izaniro, 

Butadiba and Kisozi. 
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The arrival of a container from Betuwe Wereldwijd/Tools4change 

In the second half of 2019, Egoli Africa received a container with equipment for vocational trainings 

in Kisozi.   The container was sent by Betuwe Wereldwijd/Tools4change.  Betuwe 

Wereldwijd/Tools4Change entrusted Egoli Africa to assist with the clearing procedures and as a 

result was allowed to keep the empty container as well.  The equipmeny sent by Betuwe 

Wereldwijd/Tools4Change will be used in various vocational trainings at the training center in Kisozi: 

tailorings lessons, caprentry, knitting.  Also, various tools can be used in agricultural activities 

conducted by Egoli Africa in the community of Kisozi. As for the container: we aim to turn the 

container into a library, form a network of a few schools and set up a readining program.   
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Projects of Egoli Africa in 2020 

Projects/activities to be monitored/carried out in 2020 shall be:  

 Education in Kisozi  

 Agriculture in Kisozi  

 Water & sanitation in Kisozi  

 Healthcare in Kisozi   

 Sponsorship program  

 Amayinja Crafts 

Education in Kisozi 

Egoli Africa will continue monitoring the vocational center in Kisozi extensively.  New trainings shall 

be started and existing trainings shall be in full swing.  In 2020, the vocational training center will 

offer the following courses: tailoring, knitting and crochet, sandal making, brick making, carpentry, 

hairdressing and watertank construction.  In cooperation with the Dutch organization Wilde Ganzen, 

we shall aim to raise enough funds for the construction of a 3 block classroom on the site.  

Agricultural activities shall be incorporated into different trainings.   

In 2020, we aim to develop a reading program for our own learners, but also for different schools in 

the area of Kisozi.  The container we received from Betuwe Wereldwijd/Tools4Change in 2019, will 

be painted and become a small library. 

The site of Egoli Africa vocational center shall once again be a lively center of educational, 

agricultural an health related activities. 

We hope to develop the platform of Bonding and Bridging: a platform where Ugandan teachers can 

share educational materials. 

 

Agriculture in Kisozi 

Agriculture in Kisozi comprises the goats program for elderly people, piggery, Farm Stew workshops 

and crop growing.  

Both the goats program for the elderly and the piggery project for women will be continued, though 

at the beginning of 2020 we shall evaluate challenges, monitoring and discuss if new strategies need 

to be implented in both projects to enhance the positive effects and outcomes. 

In agriculture, we are able to offer Farm Stew a prominent role in the area with regards to workshops 

and the set up of vegetable gardens.  During 2020, we shall be able to conduct two workshops per 

month with Farm Stew. 

Hydroponic farming will slowly progress to an initial phase. 
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Water and sanitation in Kisozi 

For the second time, a major water and sanitation program will be carried out in Kisozi and 

surroundings.  We shall once again train 30 young people to become watertank constructors and 

construct 20 watertanks at the sites of primary schools and health centers.  There shall be a 

prominent role for Farm Stew in this project to set up school vegetable gardens. 
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Healthcare in Kisozi 

Birthing Kits  

Egoli Africa shall continue its partnership with the Birthing Kit Foundation and continue providing 

birthing kits to pregnant women in Kisozi, other communities in Kamuli district and the area of Jinja.  

We shall continue to distribute kits in communities that have received birthing kits in 2019.  

MommaLuv packages  

Egoli Africa will also continue to work with MommaLuv to provide new mothers and their babies a 

best start in life.  

Ambulance service Kisozi  

The ambulance services shall be continued and be monitored closely in 2020.  The wish is to launch 

new ambulance services in new rural areas.   

 

Sponsorship program 

In 2020, 4 pupils shall be enrolled in primary education through our sponsorship program.  4 pupils 

shall be sponsored at secondary education.  We shall strive to get sponsorship for Juliet Mbwali who 

finished secondary school in 2019 and wishes to enroll at the school of nursing and midwifery in Jinja.  

We shall also strive to acquire sponsorship for Miriam Kirabira from Kisozi, who wishes to start 

secondary education.  Without a sponsor, we are not able to enroll new pupils in our sponsorship 

program. 
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Amayinja Crafts 

We are aiming to add a number of new products with an African touch in our webshop. In 2020, Egoli 

Africa vocational wishes to open a sales point in Kisozi for different products and services and we aim 

to link online crafts sales tot he Egoli Africa sales point run by learners of the vocational center.  The 

name Amayinja Crafts shall then change into Lady Africa in the course of the year.  

 

2020 targets 

Targets for 2020 are:   

 Intensive monitoring of the vocational program in Kisozi.   

 Focus on recording information in the goats and piggery programs, focus on a saving program, focus 

on crop growing and group dynamics 

 Attracting new partners for projects and private sponsors for students and pupils taking part in the 

sponsorship program.   

 Carrying out all projects and activities in a transparent way that can be accounted for.   

 Developing the platform of Bonding and Bridging  

 Designing plans for activities at the vocational center in Kisozi to attract, empower and link youths, 

community members and schools.  

 Organizing sports activities for schools and youths in Kisozi with the objective to unite youths from 

different schools and to promote a healthy life style.  

 Setting up educational programs – such as the Fair Pen project and a reading program – at different 

schools in Kisozi with the objective to unite schools, teachers and youths in Kisozi.   

 Team members of Egoli Africa conducting workshops themselves to enhance ties with the community. 

 Promotional activities in Uganda to attract new learners at the vocational center 

 Attention for schooling of staff members 

 Attention for reporting and evaluation done by the local partner 
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Partnerships 

Just like in previous years, in 2019, support  from existing partners, private sponsors and bigger 

ngo’s, but also from smaller private funds continued.  The highlights of 2019 were: the partnership 

with Betuwe Wereldwijd/Tools4Change, which resulted in the arrival of a container with materials 

and equipment to be used in the Egoli Africa vocational center. A follow up visit by the Worldschool 

in April 2019 was another highlight.  We are happy  that David Kawomera is now ambassador in 

Uganda for the Worldschool.  We are again grateful for the support received from all sponsors, 

partners and donors this year.  We would like also like to pay extra attention to the importance of 

the support given by sponsors to individual children within the sponsor program.  Their support is of 

enormous importance and value. 
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Volunteers and volunteer opportunities 

Egoli Africa would like to thank a number of volunteers again for their wonderful support in 2019:  

 All Worldschool groups who worked on assisgnments for Egoli Africa’s project during 2018-2019 and 

2019-2020.    

Hans Janssen for his continuous support concerning the sponsorship program that enables us to 

offer young people an education in Uganda. It is through him we are able to send so many children 

and students to school every year.  Hans, you are a pillar for our work in Uganda!  

Marjolein Dees and her family for supporting a number of children from one family.  They have 

changed their lives enormously in a positive way.  It is thanks to them that these children can receive 

an education.     

Julienne Meijer for her everlasting moral support and contributions to our work.   

Mandy Ladan for working with us and for contributing to a good a start in the lives of newborns and 

their mothers through her valuable work with MommaLuv. Thanks that Egoli Africa can be a partner 

of MommaLuv!  

Diede Martens for her moral support and contributions to our work.   

Mrs. Pijl and her crochet group, and Mrs Verheyen, who knitted and crocheted a large number of 

baby blankets and baby hats for young mothers in Kisozi.   

Mohamad Reza Ariai for designing the Lady Africa logo. 

Vrijwilligerscentrale Wageningen for publishing and assisting with job vacancies. 

We thank all volunteers and people interested in our work who have contributed in any possible way 

to enhance our work in Uganda  Uganda 
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Communication and support in 2019 

Egoli Africa has actively made us of volunteer networks through posting job vacancies. We have 

posted several volunteer vacancies with the Volunteer Network in Wageningen.  We think it is 

positive that through the Volunteer Network in Wageningen, immigrants in the Netherlands can 

make an important contribution to our work in Uganda and get a chance to gain work experience in 

the Netherlands. 

Egoli Africa’s website is  the main portal for people to keep up to date about projects, progress in 

Uganda,  the latest news and job vacancies available.  Egoli Africa’s Facebook page and twitter are 

actively used to post news updates and opportunities for volunteer work and internships.  In the 

latter half of 2019, we used Facebook’s publication tool to plan and post news items on our Facebook 

page.  In this way, we ensure regular activity concerning posting news items on.  Instagram is still 

actively used for Amayinja Crafts activities. In 2019, we plan to make our instagram photos and 

stories a lot more personal and inspiring, rather than showing images of finished products only. 

On a regular basis, Egoli Africa sends out newsletters to its supporting network.   In 2019, we sent out 

newsletters 5 times to our network of supporters and people interested in our work, which is an 

increase compared to the number of newletters sent in 2018..  

Information about the Worldschool Junior Academy and assignments for Worldschool students 

working on our projects in Uganda appeared on their website.   

The Bonding and Bridging website for Ugandan teachers to share educational materials is in the 

developing phase and will be operational in 2020. 

In 2020, we would like to review again how to improve on communication strategies in Uganda itself.  

We would like to explore the possibilities of a Youtube channel run by Ugandan youths. 
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Fundraising 

Fundraising in 2019 

Just like in the previous years, Egoli Africa received support for its projects in Uganda mostly through 

partnerships with existing partners and new partners and support from sponsors and donors.  We 

actively made use of the platform offered by Youbedo.   The churches in Heteren made collective 

contributions again through fundraising during their church services. In 2019, we were invited by the 

branch organization Partin to hand in a project plan with a focus on economic growth.  Together with 

other organizations working in Uganda, we have actively participated in skype sessions in order to 

write a professional project plan.   

Fundraising in 2020 

Egoli Africa will strive to continue existing partnerships in 2020 and will actively apply for support to 

various organizations.  Egoli Africa aims to continue using volunteer networks to involve volunteers in 

the field of fundraising.  In 2020, we aim to explore fundraising possibilities in Uganda itself once 

again. 

Online fundraising 

A succesful online fundraising campaign was held on the website of Youbedo.  An amount of € 1426 

was succesfully raised to set up hydroponics in Kisozi.  In 2020, we are planning to hold another 

online fundraising campaign through Youbedo.  In 2020, we shall raise funds online to set up a small 

shop where learners of the vocational center in Kisozi get the chance to work in a professional 

environment and can sell their products and offer their services to customers.  We shall continue to 

use the option for shopping through our Facebook page and offer Ugandan crafts  
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Final conclusion 

2019 has been a special year for Egoli Africa: we have been an ngo operating in East Uganda for 10 

years now.  The last 10 years have been marked by numerous achievements as well as moments 

which made us reflect, learn and adjust the course of direction.  We have learnt a lot and are still 

learning. 

Projects are running, we work with a great team, involve different people and facilities from the 

communities itself and connect with local partners working in the field of development cooperation. 

Growth has been a keyword for several years now.  Growth within projects and growth for 

participants and benificiaries, but also with regards to reporting and evaluating and with regards to 

self-development of people working within our projects.  We shall continue focusing on this while 

continuing working in a rural setting and reaching out in different corners of the communities in 

which we work. 

 


